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1

Abstract: A three-dimensional nite element method computer program was developed to establish
the elastic–plastic, residual and service stress distributions in thick-walled cylinders with ush and
non-protruding plain cross bores under internal pressure. The displacement formulation and eightnoded brick isoparametric elements were used. The incremental theory of plasticity with a 5 per cent
yield condition (an element is assumed to have yielded when the effective stress is within 5 per cent of
the material yield stress) and von M ises yield criterion were assumed. The frontal solution technique
was used. The incipient yield pressure and the pressure resulting in a 0.3 per cent overstrain ratio were
established for various cylinder thickness ratios and cross bore–main bore radius ratios. F or a
thickness ratio of 2.25 and a cross bore–main bore radius ratio of 0.1, the stresses were determined for
varying overstrain and an optimum overstrain ratio of 37 per cent was established. To nd the
accuracy of the results, the more stringent yield condition of 0.5 per cent was also considered. The
benets of autofrettage were presented and alternative autofrettage and yield condition procedures
proposed.
Keywords: ush plain cross-bored cylinders, overstrain ratio, autofrettage, stress
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{2}. Current applications such as isostatic compaction of
metallic and ceramic powders involve pressures as high
as 300 M Pa {3}. With pressure vessels holding high
potential energy exerted by the working uid, it is
important to minimize or even eliminate accidental
losses due to poor designs that may result from
inadequate understanding of the stresses.
Pressure vessels are usually constructed with side
openings for relief, safety valves, etc. {4}, which
introduce geometric discontinuities on the body of the
pressure vessel. In service, the intersection of the cross
bore and the cylinder bore forms a stress singularity
curve having high relative stresses and sharp stress
gradients {5}. These high stresses reduce the pressurecarrying capacity of such vessels below that of a plain
cylinder. A proper understanding of the stress severity in
these regions of high stress elds would lead to usage of
low safety factors, economic use of materials, enhanced
operating life, lower operating costs and a reduction in
losses due to catastrophic or disruptive failures.
F or high-pressure applications, a true representation
of the state of stress in the presence of side bores is
needed because fatigue life is critical and limitations of
strength and ductility prevent high factors of safety {6}.
In design, the ASM E Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code
does not enforce a detailed stress analysis but only sets
the wall thickness necessary to keep the basic hoop
stress below an allowable stress. The higher localized
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INTRODUCTION

In 1698, the pressure vessel was used in the form of a
steam boiler for the rst time {1}. The early boilers
operated at around 0.048 M Pa. Improvement in materials raised this pressure though the boilers were not
redesigned. This resulted in several catastrophic failures
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stresses are taken care of by the safety factor and a set of
design rules {7}, assuming that any localized yielding in
ductile materials results in stress redistributions.
Though this code provides a quick design procedure,
it is certainly inadequate for pressure vessels with cross
bores, especially when autofrettaged. Pressure vessels
are normally subjected to pressures of 1.25–1.5 times the
limit pressure at the end of the fabrication process {8}.
This applied pressure causes yielding of the most highly
stressed parts of the structure. After the release of the
pressure, residual stresses are left in the structure. F or
cylinders with cross bores it is important to establish the
exact relationship between the overstrain pressure
(OVP) and the residual and service stresses. The nature
of the resultant stress distributions is also important.
The OVP is the internal pressure that results in a desired
value of overstrain ratio (OVR ) in the cylinder. The
OVR is the ratio of the elastic–plastic interface radial
distance, referenced at the main bore, to the wall
thickness, expressed as a percentage. Overstrain is the
process of inducing a desired OVR in a cylinder by
application of internal pressure.
Cylinders carrying uids at high pressures are now of
great importance in many industries and their economic
use often depends upon the occurrence of small
controlled permanent deformations {9}. In some cases,
autofrettage is done during manufacture when a
pressure greater than the leak test pressure is applied.
This process results in higher residual stresses and a
stronger cylinder, with service stresses being more
uniformly distributed across the thickness. In the
presence of cross bores, this distribution is not obvious
and detailed analysis is necessary.

materials. The plastic stress–strain matrix derivable by
inverting the Pradtl–R euss equations is used for the
solution of continuum elastic–plastic problems using the
nite element method (F EM ) {14}. This method uses the
small and varying increments of load sufcient to just
cause yield in the successive elements and has greatly
reduced the programming effort in the incremental
theory of plasticity. Other F EM solutions to threedimensional elastic–plastic problems, illustrating the
applicability of the isoparametric elements and the
order of computation times involved, have been
presented {15}.
The effect of the yield stress and the strain hardening
exponent of the material on the stress and strain levels
has been studied in pipe bore expansion using the F EM .
By considering that the effective stress and its approximation are given by {16}
s ˆ Y s ‡ Cen

…1†

s&Cen

…2†

Bursting pressure and overstrain experimental studies to
determine the pressure-carrying capacity of plain
cylinders {10} have led to theoretical models for
computing expansion and bursting strengths, based on
tension and torsion data. F or various steels, it has been
shown that heat treatment has no effect on the OVP or
bursting pressure {11}. Pressure combined with thermal
treatment can produce a compressive residual stress in
the inner and outer parts of tubes, applicable in the bend
regions where stress corrosion cracking is a problem
{12}. The most comprehensive theoretical study involved
a stiffness method for the solution of elastic–plastic
problems {13}. This concept enabled the equilibrium
equations to be expressed in terms of displacements and
removed the need to trace the expansion of the elastic–
plastic boundary during the actual solution of the
differential equations. This method was not suitable for
perfectly plastic or very small degree of hardening

the indeterminacy of the initial condition was eliminated. The F EM has also been used in metal-forming
problems, where nite-size deformations introducing
instability have been taken care of by modifying the
stiffness formulation by means of the mean normal
technique {17}. The von M ises and Tresca yield theories
have been compared in conditions of compressibility
and incompressibility for elastic–plastic analysis of
cylinders {18}. Large differences in stresses were
observed from these two criteria. A closed-form theory
to include the H encky stress–strain relations, incompressibility and Ludwik strain hardening function was
proposed. H owever, the work does not discuss which of
the two criteria is more accurate.
Three-dimensional F EM analysis for plain crossbored cylinders with a thickness ratio …k† of 1.4 and 2
and cross bore–main bore radius ratio …d† of 0.12 have
been conducted {19} with few elements in the vicinity of
the points of peak stresses and adjacent to the boundary
being allowed to yield. Plastic strain components in the
critical region of the cross bore were determined. The
thickness ratio is dened as the ratio of the cylinder
outer radius …R o † to the inner radius …R i †: The author
was mainly interested in fatigue life and no detailed data
were provided. Three-dimensional analysis of crossbored cylinders in partial autofrettage was carried out
using the boundary integration method {20} for k ˆ 2
and 2.25 and d ˆ 0.25. Autofret tage was performed after
the introduction of the cross bore. The maximum OVR
induced was found to be 35 and 27.5 per cent for k ˆ 2
and 2.25 respectively. The work did not cover enough
cylinder bore–cross bore congurations and no conclusive results were obtained. An optimum OVR
diameter has been proposed {21} as being equal to
2…R i R o †1=2 for medium-strength steels and slightly less
for high-strength steels.
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Approximate equations suitable for a numerical
solution of an axisymmetric shell under axisymmetric
loadings have been developed {22}. An incremental
approach under consideration of the rst-order approximation in determining the tangent stiffness characteristics of the nite element was used. The effects of
isotropic and kinematic strain hardening were included.
Initial stresses were given to account for instability and
large accumulated deformations during the loading of
the structure.
Autofrettage has been found to be useful in increasing
the fatigue life of high-pressure piping, compressor
chambers and similar thick-walled components {23}.
D etermination of residual stresses arising from forming,
cold working or overstrain procedures is important,
particularly where cross bores may exist. F or monoblock plain cylinders under partial autofrettage, the
analytical residual stresses may be obtained directly by
applying an equivalent thermal load {24}. Simple
destructive methods based on fracture mechanics have
been developed for measuring residual stresses {25},
though they are not satisfactory for measuring the
residual stress distributions where stress gradients are
high. Sequential and selective destructive procedures
employing incremental strain gauge data in the F EM
algorithm to construct the initial residual stress distribution are currently in use {26}. Tensile residual hoop
stresses are introduced in seamless gas cylinder necks at
the bore during the heat treatment stage. At the neck,
the outer surface experiences compressive hoop stresses
and the bore experiences tensile hoop stresses. M aterial
removal corrective procedures to remove the bore
residual stresses have been established {27}. As a means
of measuring autofrettage in thick-walled cylinders, an
experimental method based on measuring the hoop
strain while axisymmetrically releasing the residual
stress eld by introduction of radial cuts in the cylinder
has also been proposed {28}. This is due to the fact that
access to the cylinder inside surface for purposes of
placing strain gauges is usually denied.
Closed-form solutions of residual stresses in autofrettaged steel tubes are available {29}. M odels neglecting both strain hardening and Bauschinger effects
overestimate the bore residual hoop stress by 46 per
cent, while models including the Bauschinger effect only
underestimate this value by 25 per cent. Analytical
residual stresses for hardening and non-hardening
materials considering the Tresca and von M ises yield
criteria have been obtained {30} by using closed- and
open-ended cylinders. The optimum OVR to prevent
reverse yielding has been proposed and the overstrain
has been found to prevent a reduction in fatigue life
for cylinders with k > 2.96. The Tresca yield criterion
results were admissible for k < 2 but the von M ises
citerion was found to more practical for k > 2. The
inuence of strain hardening on open cylinders is
important when k 5 3. Linear elastic solutions can be

used as a basis to generate an inelastic solution, which
may then be used to predict the residual stress elds {31}.
The dependency of the Bauschinger effect on plastic
strains makes signicant changes to residual hoop stress
near the bore for low-level autofrettage, but this
dependency was found to be insignicant for high-level
autofrettage.
The evaluation of residual stresses inside the material
or in very small cross bores is difcult without a
destructive procedure. Though a lot of work has been
dedicated to the evaluation of residual stresses in
cylinders, no meaningful or broad study has been done
in the presence of cross bores. A numerical method such
as the F EM is suitable since no destructive procedures
are involved and the state of residual stress at any
location can be determined. The knowledge of the stress
levels and distributions is important.
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PROCEDURE

D ue to inaccessibility of commercial software, a F EM
computer program in F OR TR AN code was developed
to carry out the elastic–plastic analysis {5, 32} of the
plain cross-bored cylinder. An internal pressure was
simulated to act on both the main and cross bore
surfaces. The cylinder was closed ended. An elastic
module of the program has been successfully used to
perform an elastic analysis of the same structure {33}.
The quarter cylinder geometry for the structure is shown
in F ig. 1. The applicable boundary conditions are that
the nodes in the y–z plane have no displacement in the x
direction and the nodes in the x –z plane have no
displacement in the y direction. The displacement
formulation was adopted when the eight-noded isoparametric element (see F ig. 2) having eight G auss points
was used.
The overall geometrical inputs were the outer radius,
inner radius (75 mm), length of cylinder (nine times the
thickness) and radius of the cross bore (see F ig. 1). The
number of elements was input for lines CD (14), CI (12),
H G (3), AB (6) and CB (6). The nodal spacing geometric
ratios on lines CB (1.5), CD (1.5), H G (5) and AB (0.95)
were also input. The geometric ratios for the nodal
spacing along the respective edges ensured that in the
region with high stress gradients the element sizes were
very small, in conformity with the F EM procedures.
Also input was the length of line H I (10 per cent of the
main bore radius). This resulted in a structure with 2580
nodes, 2016 elements, 7740 degrees of freedom and a
frontal width of 801. The global stiffness matrix
coefcients for memory storage were reduced by 99
per cent; k ˆ 1.25–3 and d ˆ 0.005–0.4 were used. The
above data completely dened the geometry. The
geometric ratios were used in controlling the element
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Fig. 1

D iscretization of a plain cross-bored cylinder

aspect and volume ratios and were also employed where
high-stress gradients were anticipated.
The choice of the number of elements and geometric
ratios in each division or line edge was based on the
following: for parts away from the cross bore, to ensure
that the far-eld stresses were close to the exact solution
of a plain cylinder; in the cross bore areas, to ensure that
the SCF reasonably converged while minimizing the
frontal width and processing time {5}. The stress
concentration factor (SCF ) is dened as the ratio of
the maximum hoop stress around the cross bore region
to the far-eld hoop stress. The pressure vessel material
was a high-strength SA-372 steel having a yield stress
of 450 N /mm 2, a Poisson ratio of 0.29 and a
Young modulus of 209 6 103 N /mm 2 {34}. To obtain
the displacements, G auss point strains and stresses, the
frontal solution technique {35} was employed. In the

elastic–plastic range, the incremental theory of plasticity
and the plastic stress–strain constitutive matrix were
used {14}. Stress projection followed by tensor transformation techniques {36} were employed to obtain
cylindrical coordinate stress curves for the nodal arrays.
An elastic perfectly plastic material obeying the von
M ises yield criterion was assumed. The Bauschinger
effect was not included since reverse yielding was not
allowed. D uring the overstrain process, any element that
attained an effective stress which was within 5 per cent
of the material yield stress was considered to have
yielded {14}. Whereas this procedure has the effect of
introducing errors, it reduces the number of loading
cycles necessary before a given OVR is achieved. A more
stringent yield condition of 0.5 per cent was also
demonstrated in order to assess the degree of error
associated with the 5 per cent yield condition. Various
OVR values were considered.

4

RESULTS AND DISCUS SION

4.1 Overstrain stresses

Fig. 2

Isoparametric eight-noded brick element
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F or clarity, the stresses and OVP results are shown as
the stress–yield stress ratio …s=Y s † and the OVP–yield
stress ratio (OVP/Y s) respectively. The overstrain
stresses are the stresses that occur when a cylinder is
under OVP. The stresses presented in this section refer
to the global hoop, radial, axial and effective stresses in
the cylindrical coordinate system of the cylinder and are
not referred to the cross bore local coordinate system.
The overstrain hoop stresses for nodes on the cross bore
surface are shown in F ig. 3 for OVR ˆ 7 per cent,
k ˆ 2.25, d ˆ 0.1 and an internal pressure ratio of 0.21.
The location of the node in the meridional plane is
shown as a ratio of its distance from the crotch corner to
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Fig. 3

H oop stresses around a cross bore for OVR ˆ 7 per
cent …k ˆ 2:25, d ˆ 0:1†

the cylinder wall thickness, measured in the direction
approaching the cylinder outer surface. F or clarity, only
the nodes in the meridional plane (H IJ) and transverse
plane (BCD ) are shown in the legend. The remaining
stress curves represent the nodes in the intermediate
planes. The meridional plane (y–z plane) has been
shown to be the critical plane in loaded plain crossbored cylinders {5, 32, 33} and therefore the results
presented mainly address the stresses in this plane.
The stress patterns are similar to those of an elastic
analysis of the same conguration {5}. The levels are
higher both for positive and negative stresses since the
pressure is higher than that used in elastic analysis.
F igure 4 shows the overstrain effective stresses for the
same nodes. The effective stresses are higher and nodes
within 158 of the crotch corner in the x –z plane have
already yielded. The stress curves are very close around
point I, indicating that the elastic–plastic front is rather
narrow in the x –z plane and does not spread out much
along the IC direction.
The overstrain stresses along the meridional curve
H IJ are shown in F ig. 5 for OVR ˆ 7 per cent. The
radial stress ratio has a value of about ¡ 0.22 at point H .
At the crotch corner, it reduces asymptotically,
approaching zero along line IJ. This behaviour is
normal since radial stresses are expected to vanish at
point J. The axial stress ratio has a value of about 0.05
at point H and drops to about ¡ 0.17 at point I,
remaining at this level along line IJ. The hoop stress
ratio has a value of 0.39 at point H and rises sharply to
reach a value of 0.84 at a point between points I and J.
This is followed by a gradual drop. It is notable that the
location of the maximum hoop stress has now moved
deeper inside the wall thickness, coinciding with the
C12503 # IM echE 2004

Fig. 4
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Effective stresses around a cross bore for OVR ˆ 7 per
cent …k ˆ 2:25, d ˆ 0:1†

elastic–plastic interface. The elements already yielded
tend to have a lower hoop stress. This behaviour is
normal in plain cylinders {5}where the outer elastic shell
tends to restrain the inner plastic core from moving out
in the radial direction, thus reducing the hoop stress.
The crotch corner plus the adjacent elements along IJ
have yielded while the rest on either side of point I are
still elastic. The elastic–plastic behaviour around the
cross bore is not quite like that of the plain cylinder {5}.
In this case, the elastic shell is not perfect since some
elements are on the free cross bore surface and are not

Fig. 5

M eridional stresses for OVR ˆ 7 per cent …k ˆ
2:25, d ˆ 0:1†
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Internal pressure versus d for OVR ˆ 0:3 per cent

Fig. 7

Incipient yield pressure versus d

restricted to the same boundary conditions as those in
the plain cylinder case. The yielding of an element on the
cross bore surface weakens that particular point, causing
a redistribution in the local structural stiffness. The local
displacements and stresses are therefore not as predictable as those in a plain cylinder.
The OVP to achieve an OVR of 0.3 per cent for
k ˆ 1.25–3 and d ˆ 0.005–0.4 are shown in F ig. 6. F or a
given d, the pressure increases with increasing k. F or
each k, the maximum pressure is observed for the lowest
d. As d increases, the pressure drops sharply, with the
gradient increasing as k increases. The 0.3 per cent OVR
means a higher absolute dimension in the higher than in
the lower k cylinders and therefore more pressure is
required for the same OVR level. The variation of the
incipient yield pressure with respect to d is shown in
F ig. 7. The incipient pressure patterns are similar to
those in F ig. 6. The curves are smooth since only one
element is loaded to the yield point during the incipient
yield process and the structural stiffness adjustments
associated with the OVP have not taken place. The
gures provide quick look-up tables in the process of
autofrettage and help to select the correct OVP for the
desired conguration.
To understand the cylinder response to increasing
OVR , the cylinder was subjected to OVR ˆ 7–83 per
cent. The meridional overstrain hoop stresses are shown
in F ig. 8. F or each OVR , the maximum stress occurs at

Fig. 8 M eridional hoop stresses for varying OVR s …k ˆ
2:25, d ˆ 0:1†
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the elastic–plastic interface and progressively decreases
in magnitude and shifts away from the crotch corner in
the radial direction as the OVR is increased. The stresses
increase very rapidly along line H I. At the crotch corner,
the stress drops sharply and then rises along line IJ. The
extent of this rise is governed by the elastic–plastic
interface location. The decrease is highest for OVR ˆ 83
per cent. This decrease is due to the stress redistribution,
which arises from yielded elements having a lowered
stiffness. Each of the curves has a plateau once the
maximum stress is achieved and before the interface.
F igure 9 shows the meridional overstrain effective
stresses and claries how the elastic–plastic interface
location shifts with an increase of the OVR . At
OVR ˆ 83 per cent, all the nodes along line IJ have
yielded. This through-thickness yielding should always
be avoided since there is no elastic shell containment in
the global coordinate system to hold the material from
deforming to limits outside the cylinder outer shell. This
situation could lead to gross deformation and rupture of
the cylinder at the cylinder edge around point J.
H owever, in the cross bore local coordinate system,
the elastic containment may be considered to exist,
though it is not uniformly distributed about the full arc
of the cross bore. This non-uniformity introduces
further complexity in the overstrain stress system
around the cross bore. The variation of the OVR with
the OVP is shown in F ig. 10. F or OVR 4 7 per cent, the
OVP is constant for the 5 per cent yield condition. The
more stringent yield condition of 0.5 per cent shows a
straight curve for these low OVR values.

Fig. 9

M eridional effective stresses for varying OVR …k ˆ
2:25, d ˆ 0:1†

C12503 # IM echE 2004
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Pressure versus OVR for two yield conditions …k ˆ
2:25, d ˆ 0:1†

4.2 Residual stresses
The meridional residual hoop stresses are shown in
F ig. 11 for varying the OVR and for k ˆ 2.25 and
d ˆ 0.1. F or nodes along line H I, the stress drops
sharply, reaches a minimum value and then rises
asymptotically, approaching zero away from the crotch
corner. The nominal minimum value increases with an
increase in the OVR . The 83 per cent OVR curve shows
a minimum stress ratio of about ¡ 0.8. After the drop in
stress, the point at which the curves attain a zero value is
dependent on the OVR , this point progressively moving

Fig. 11

M eridional residual hoop stresses for varying OVR s
…k ˆ 2:25, d ˆ 0:1†
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M eridional residual effective stresses for varying
OVR s …k ˆ 2:25, d ˆ 0:1†

Fig. 13 M inimum residual hoop streses versus d for OVR ˆ 7
per cent

away from the crotch corner as the OVR is increased.
F igure 12 shows the corresponding effective stresses for
the varying OVR . These curves are almost a mirror
image of the hoop stresses about the line y ˆ 0, as shown
in F ig. 11. The curves show a maximum stress at a point
away from and around the crotch corner. This
maximum increases with an increase in the OVR . The
83 per cent OVR curve has a maximum stress ratio value
of about 0.78. The higher the value of the hoop stress,
the better the cylinder is predisposed to accommodate
further positive pressure loading in service. H owever,
the residual stress system should not be such that reverse
yielding of the elements takes place. This would induce
cycling in service, which may lead to early fatigue
failure.
An interesting and yet to be fully explained observation is the variation of the minimum residual hoop stress
with d, as shown in F ig. 13. The curves have no gradual
variation but tend to have scattered and unpredictable
points. H owever, as a group, the general variation is
predictable and may be approximated using a polynomial curve (of fth order). It is important to note that
the maximum hoop stress for the elastic {5} and elastic–
plastic curves do not lie at the same point as d changes.
The elastic–plastic interface shape and extent varies
from one d to the other. This has the effect of changing
the resultant superposed residual stress system in a
rather unpredictable manner. This behaviour could be
further conrmed by adopting the more stringent yield
condition. The variation of the minimum residual hoop
stress for varying the OVR is shown in F ig. 14 for
k ˆ 2.25 and d ˆ 0.1. The curve shows an increase in the
nominal value of the minimum stress with an increasing

OVR and is similar to F ig. 10. D ifferent yield conditions
are considered.
The method of overstraining in this work is such that
a cylinder with a plain cross bore is overstrained to the
desired level and then ofoaded with a negative pressure
equal to the OVP. This means that the full effects of
autofrettage are only felt by the elements around the
cross bore. This process does not achieve the true
benets of autofrettage and is limited in order to avoid
through-thickness yielding of the elements. F or the

Proc. Instn M ech. Engrs Vol. 218 Part C: J. M echanical Engineering Science
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Fig. 14

M inimum residual hoop stress for two yield conditions
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whole cylinder to experience autofrettage, it would be
necessary that a plain cylinder is rst autofrettaged to
the required OVR . The cross bore should then be
introduced and overstrained. The resultant residual
stress system around the cross bore for that set-up
would be interesting to compare with the results in this
work. A future research work will address this approach
of achieving overstrain.

4.3 Service stresses
In assessing the benets of autofrettage, it is important
to quantify and demonstrate the service stress levels and
their distributions around the cross bore. F or k ˆ 2.25
and d ˆ 0.1, the in-service meridional hoop stresses are
shown in F ig. 15 for a selected number of OVR values
and an internal pressure ratio of 0.09. F or 0 per cent
OVR , the maximum stress occurs at point P away from
the crotch corner {5}. Increasing the OVR results in
lower minimum stresses accompanied by a decreasing
maximum. As the OVR is increased, point P does not
become the point of minimum stress. The point having a
minimum stress is located between point P and the
crotch corner. Towards points J and H , the stresses have
the same value for all OVR s. Between points I and P, the
stress has very high gradients. This is in contrast to the 0
per cent OVR case. The 37 per cent OVR case results in
the minimum stress and this has a negative value.
N egative service hoop stresses have the advantage of
stopping any crack-like aws, especially near the crotch
corner from propagating. It can be deduced that the
cylinder can now accommodate much higher pressures
before re-yielding can take place. This can be useful in

Fig. 16

preventing accidental overpressure damage in the case of
short-term overpressure control failure. A negative
residual hoop stress should be accompanied by a
negative service hoop stress if stress reversals are to be
avoided. In terms of hoop stress, the new distribution is
not as smooth as that of 0 per cent OVR . The
corresponding effective service stresses are shown in
F ig. 16, where the point of minimum effective stress
coincides with the point of minimum hoop stress. F or
OVR 416 per cent the maximum effective stress occurs
between points H and I. This also applies to the hoop
stresses.

5

Fig. 15

Service hoop stresses for varying OVR s …k ˆ
2:25, d ˆ 0:1†
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Service effective stresses for varying OVR s …k ˆ
2:25, d ˆ 0:1†

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The incipient yield pressures were established for
varying k and d. The collected data could be a reliable
guide when elastic–plastic conditions are to be avoided
for elastic service. F or OVR ˆ 0.3 per cent, the OVPs
were established for varying k and d. F or k ˆ 2:25,
d ˆ 0:1 and varying OVR , the overstrain, residual and
service stress levels and proles have been presented and
the resultant stresses discussed. The overstrain process
was found to result in favourable residual and service
stress systems, especially beyond an OVR of 37 per cent
when the service hoop stress was negative and the
operating pressure ratio could not go beyond the value
of 0.21. An operating pressure beyond this value would
cause stress reversals at some points, leading to
possibility of fatigue failure. At 7 per cent OVR , all
the elements within 308 of the transverse plane and near
Proc. Instn M ech. Engrs Vol. 218 Part C: J. M echanical Engineering Science
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the cross bore had negative hoop stresses for k ˆ 2:25
and d ˆ 0:1.
In using any of the yield conditions, some error was
retained through the method of averaging the G auss
point stresses to determine whether an element has
yielded. In reality, some G auss points within an element
yield while others are still elastic. This was observed in
the high stress gradient regions. H owever, this error
could be reduced by further renement of the elements
around such geometrical points. Another and more
economical approach would be to alter the yield
condition in such a way that the nodes rather than the
elements would be allowed to yield for the yield
condition to be satised.
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